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ABSTRACT: Chemotactic cell motility plays a critical role in many biological functions, such as immune response and
embryogenesis. Constructing synthetic cell-mimicking systems, such as a dynamic protocell, likewise requires molecular
mechanisms that respond to environmental stimuli and execute programmed motility behaviors. Although various molecular
components were proposed to achieve diverse functions in synthetic protocells, chemotactic motility on surfaces has not been
reported thus far. Here we show directional motility in synthetic lipid vesicles capable of chasing each other by programming
DNA components. We demonstrate that the “follow” vesicle recognizes and migrates along the moving trajectory of the “lead”
vesicle with an enhanced speed, thus mimicking natural chemotaxis in cell migration. This work provides new possibilities for
building synthetic protocells with complex functions such as programmed morphogenesis and cooperative motion. With the
vast library of dynamic DNA components, we envision that this platform will enable new discoveries in fundamental sciences
and novel applications in biotechnology.
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Cell motility is a crucial function that gives rise to various
complex biological processes such as embryogenesis and

wound repair.1 Chemotactic cell migration on surfaces, in
particular, plays a critical role in the immune response. For
example, neutrophils chase bacteria by sensing biochemical
signals and crawling with a sustained increase in speed (i.e.,
chemokinetic response) and ultimately engulf them via
phagocytosis.2,3 Recently, synthetic minimal cells were
developed as a versatile platform for advancing fundamental
understanding in biology4 as well as for creating novel
biomedical applications including drug delivery and chemical
microreactors.5,6 Engineering cell-mimicking functions such as
directed motility in synthetic protocells will thus provide new
opportunities. While various molecular machinery was devel-
oped to create biomimetic functions in synthetic protocells,7,8

few mechanisms have been proposed for control of cell
migration and chemotactic motility.9

Here we demonstrate dynamic synthetic vesicles (SVs)
capable of chasing one another on two-dimensional (2D)
surfaces by programming DNA components. As a program-
mable material, DNA has been engineered for generating
synthetic molecular systems such as nanostructures,10−12 affinity
reagents,13 motors,14−16 and logic gates.17,18 We show that
directed motility in DNA functionalized SVs can be achieved by
combining toehold switchable oligonucleotides with signaling
strands and that the “follow” vesicle recognizes the path that the

“lead” vesicle has traveled and tracks the trajectory with an
enhanced speed. This work opens new possibilities for DNA
programmable biochemical communication and coordination
among protocells. The extensive library of dynamic DNA
systems10,19 may allow researchers to create complex behaviors
in synthetic cells that could ultimately match the complexity of
their natural counterparts.8

Natural cells and microorganisms such as Rhodobacter
sphaeroids have two behavioral characteristics in chemotactic
migration: (i) biochemical signal recognition and (ii) directed
motility with an enhanced speed.20 To engineer similar
properties in protocells, we simplified our approach and
designed two mechanisms based on phospholipid and nucleic
acid chemistry. First, we self-assembled vesicles using
phospholipid−oligonucleotide conjugates whose sequence
contains our motility designs (see Supporting Information for
sequence and method details). Figure 1a shows the scheme of
the vesicle whose typical size is approximately 200 nmwithDNA
valency on the order of∼500 strands per vesicle (Figures S1 and
S2 and supplementary text). To achieve autonomous vesicle
motility, we used DNA walkers, a type of dynamic DNA motif
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that converts chemical energy into physical translocation, on an
RNA “fuel” surface. The surface RNA density is characterized to
have approximately 15 nm interstrand spacing on glass
coverslips (Figures S3 and S4). Multiple mechanisms can be
used to implement DNA powered walking reactions.21,22 Here
we adopted an endonuclease-driven “burnt-bridge” approach
previously shown to move cargo randomly on surfaces.23−25

Next, we developed a mechanism for directed and chemo-
kinetic motility using signaling oligonucleotides as illustrated in
Figure 1b. The surface RNA consists of two fuel domains for
lead (gray) and follow (blue) vesicles. The two fuels contain 10-
nucleotide (nt) complementary segments and initially form a
hairpin structure (state (i)). An 8-nt toehold is available for
binding the lead SV (shown in red in Figure 1b, state (ii)). The
hybridization of the lead SV activates the RNA switch through
toehold-mediated strand displacement and exposes the follow
fuel domain. After fuel activation, a nuclease will find and cleave
the RNA fuel that the DNA on the vesicle binds with (state
(iii)). Since the vesicle has multiple DNA/RNA duplexes, the
enzymatic cleavage will drive the SV away from its current
position rather than releasing it from the surface (state (iv)).

Therefore, the vesicle will explore the fuel surface and migrate
toward new unexplored regions with intact RNA fuels (i.e., self-
avoiding motion). After lead SV movement, the follow vesicle
(green) will hybridize to the now-activated fuel and start
migration as shown in Figure 1b, state (v). The follow vesicle is
designed with shorter DNA walkers than the lead vesicle so that
the follow SVwill chase the lead SVwith an increased velocity on
track. The most critical step in this process is that the follow
vesicle will have a strong bias to stay on the activated fuels such
that it will move only along the path that the lead SV has
explored, thus chasing the lead vesicle (state (vi)).
To program SV motility, we first examined vesicle motion on

straight fuels (Figure 2). We tracked the vesicle migration using
time-lapse imaging and developed a quantitative understanding
of the DNA powered SV motility. Previous studies demon-
strated fluorescence-based single-particle tracking assays on
DNA walkers and showed >1 nm/s in velocity and travel
distance longer than 1 μm.26−29 In this work, we imaged
fluorophore-labeled DNA-vesicles with a custom-built total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (Figure S6
and Movie S1).30 The SVs are shown as a diffraction-limited

Figure 1. Synthetic vesicle (SV) withDNA programmable motility. (a) DNA (black) decorated on an SV (orange) hybridize with RNA (blue) fuels on
a glass coverslip. Nuclease (green) cleaves the DNA/RNA duplex andmoves the SV toward new, intact RNA fuels. Polyethylene glycol (PEG, black) is
used to prevent undesired surface adsorption effects. (b) Scheme for synthetic chemotaxis. A “follow” vesicle (green) chases a “lead” vesicle (red),
enabled by switchable RNA fuel, which contains two fuel domains (gray and blue) for lead and follow SVs. The follow SV fuel is initially shielded in a
hairpin structure (i). A lead SV first associates with the lead fuel (gray) via 8-nt toehold (ii) and activates the fuel through strand displacement (iii).
After the lead SVmigrates toward adjacent unexplored fuel area (iv), the follow SVwill then find the activated fuel (v) and experience a strong bias that
forces it to move only along the trajectory of the lead SV, thus demonstrating the path tracking behavior (vi).

Figure 2. SV motility characterization. (a) Time-lapse images and trajectory (red) of a representative moving vesicle. The vesicle (orange) decorated
with DNA (black) migrates on an RNA fuel (blue) surface. The experiment is performed in a buffer solution containing 12 mM Mg2+ and 1 nM
nuclease. The time point of each image is shown in both time (hour) and dimensionless time, Fourier number (Fo = Dt/r2 where D is the diffusion
coefficient, t is time, and r is the radius of the vesicle). (b) Instantaneous velocity along the trajectory showing a consistent speed with an average of
∼0.5 nm/s over a time period of more than 12 h. (c) Ensemble motility characteristics showing trajectories from moving SVs. (d) Effects of different
experimental parameters, Mg2+ and nuclease concentrations, on velocity, distance, and travel time of SVs with 18-nt DNA. (e) Average velocity and
distance for different DNA lengths.
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spot in the image, and the subpixel positions are extracted by
fitting a Gaussian distribution to the point spread function. A
representative trajectory of a vesicle decorated with 18-nt long
DNA is plotted in Figure 2a, showing the autonomous
movement for over 15 μm. To quantify the motility character-
istics, we analyzed the moving trajectory to obtain velocity,
travel distance, and mean squared displacement (Figures S11−
S14 and S22). An average speed of ∼0.5 nm/s is observed for
this trajectory and also shown to be maintained throughout the
trajectory, which indicates a highly consistent motion on the
surface (Figure 2b and Figure S16). The ensemble statistics of
the travel distance from all moving SVs are shown in Figure 2c.
An average travel distance of 5 μm is observed with many
trajectories showing as long as 20 μm (Figure S11). No
significant displacements were observed in negative control
experiments without nuclease or substrates (Figures S9−S11).
As natural cells only show chemotaxis in narrow concen-

tration and response ranges,31 the vesicle chasing behavior also
relies heavily on environmental factors and motility character-
istics. For example, a fast-moving SV with low processivity tend
to show significant random hopping along its trajectory (Figure
S15) rather than migrating on the surface continuously. To
understand how experimental parameters affect motility, we
measured vesicle velocity, travel time, and travel distance under
different conditions (i.e., Mg2+ concentration, nuclease concen-
tration, and DNA length), and extracted design principles for
vesicle motility (Figure 2d−e and Figures S12−S14). The
results suggest that a stable DNA-RNA duplex (i.e., longer DNA
length, higher Mg2+ concentration, or lower enzyme concen-
tration) increases SV’s processivity on the surface while
decreasing the moving velocity. Since the overall displacement
is the product of travel time and speed, there exists a
combination of parameters that achieve the highest processivity
while maintaining relatively high speed (Figure 2e). For
example, given the DNA length of 18-nt, the best condition
for achieving processive motion may be chosen as 12 mMMg2+

and 1 nM nuclease.
To develop directed motility mechanisms, we used signaling

DNAmolecules to modulate on/off SV motility. In a switchable
RNA fuel, its 15-nt DNA-binding bases (Figure 3a, dark blue)
are partially shielded by an intramolecular 10-nt RNA
displacement strand (Figure 3a, gray). Various mechanisms
may be used to activate the fuel.17,32 In this work, the
displacement strand is removed by a signaling 18-nt DNA
strand through an 8-nt toehold (Figure 3a, red), followed by
enzymatic cleavage and fuel activation. To prevent undesired

leakage due to spontaneous strand displacement and activation
by the DNA−vesicle (Figure 3a, green), we reduced the Mg2+

concentration to 3 mM. The speeds and trajectories are shown
in Figure 3b,c for inactive and active fuels. Vesicles on active
fuels exhibit similar migration behaviors as those in Figure 2 but
have a significantly faster velocity and shorter total travel
distance due to a lower Mg2+ concentration. In contrast, SVs on
inactive fuels do not show any significant movement (Figure 3c).
The velocity shown in Figure 3b with inactive fuels is due to
random diffusion on the surface and localization errors from
data analysis. The results indicate that the vesicle motility can be
modulated by switchable RNA fuels whose activation character-
istics may be exploited for implementing advanced vesicle
behaviors.
We combined SV motility and switchable RNA fuels to

program path tracking behaviors between different species of
vesicles. The two SV types, lead and follow, are synthesized with
18-nt and 15-nt DNA strands, respectively (Figure 1b, red and
green circles). To understand the expected chasing behaviors,
we performed stochastic simulations where the vesicle dynamics
are determined by the interplay between interaction forces from
RNA fuels and thermal fluctuations (Figure 4a and Movie S3,
also see Figures S21−S22). The simulation results are presented
with dimensionless spatial coordinates (i.e., body length) and
Fourier number, which is

=Fo
Dt
r2 (1)

where D is a diffusion coefficient, t is time, and r is the particle
radius, i.e., body length. The availability of intact RNA fuels
directly impacts the simulated motility. For the lead vesicle
(Figure 4a, red circle), all RNA strands on the 2D plane are
available as fuels (gray background) except for those that have
been consumed before (visualized as a dark blue track). For the
follow SV, the RNA strands are initially inactive; thus, its
motility is only affected by thermal fluctuations, demonstrating
Brownian dynamics in a confined area (Figure S23). When the
vesicle (Figure 4a, green circle) starts from the same initial
position after the lead vesicle movement, the activated RNA
fuels exert additional binding forces and thus shift its dynamics
from Brownian to self-avoiding with significantly increased
motility and directionality on track (Figure S24). As a result of
such chemotactic motility on activated fuels, the trajectories of
the two vesicles are highly colocalized, suggesting significant
path tracking behaviors in the simulation.

Figure 3.Motility control with a secondary structure of the fuel strand. (a) RNA fuel (dark blue) is shielded by an intramolecularly linked displacement
strand (gray). Only a 5-nt toehold is available for binding with DNA strands on the vesicle. The displacement strand can be removed by a signaling
oligonucleotide (red). Nuclease cleavage activates the fuel for the vesicle (green circle). (b) Velocity distributions of SVs on active (blue) and inactive
(orange) fuels. (c) Trajectories of SVs on active (right) and inactive (left) fuels. All experiments were performed in a buffer with 3 mMMg2+ and 1 nM
enzyme.
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To quantify such behaviors, we used the colocalization
coefficient ωij and angular metric for shape similarity (AMSS;
see supplementary text for details). Colocalization coefficient
defined as

ω
ζ ζ

ζ ζ
=

−
+ij

ij

ij

max

max (2)

measures the normalized spatial correlation. Here ζij denotes the
distance between any two points on the two trajectories, where i

and j represent the position indices of lead and follow
trajectories. When two positions on the trajectories are perfectly
overlaid, the coefficient at this position will approach unity. We
computed the distance ζij of each position on the follow SV
trajectory with all the positions on the lead SV trajectory. The
coefficient from our simulations is plotted with respect to the
position index on each trajectory and shown as a 2D heatmap. As
seen in Figure 4b, near unity values align along the diagonal
direction on the map, which indicates a high degree of pairwise

Figure 4. Programmed chemotactic vesicle migration. (a) Stochastic simulations of lead and follow SV dynamics. Representative images from the
simulation are shown in dimensionless length (body length) and time (Fo). The red circle and the dark blue trajectory represent the lead vesicle and its
consumed fuels (i.e., activated fuels for the follow SV), respectively. The green circle and trajectory denote the follow vesicle. (b) The colocalization
coefficient, ωij, is plotted as a 2D heatmap along the two trajectories. High coefficient values along diagonal suggest a strong correlation between two
trajectories. (c) AMSS plots of the simulation (green) and a negative control run (black) as a function of Fo show that the chasing behavior leads to
AMSS rapidly approaching unity, while the AMSS of the negative control remains near 0. (d) Vesicle chasing experiment showing the trajectories of
lead (red) and follow (green) SVs. The lead SV experiment is performed with 12 mMMg2+, while the follow SV’s tracking is imaged with 3 mMMg2+.
The enzyme concentration was kept at 1 nM throughout the experiment. (e) Colocalization coefficient of the trajectories of lead and follow SVs
indicates that the two trajectories are closely positioned, as seen in the simulation. (f) AMSS analyses also show the close shape similarity and
directionality, suggesting that chemotactic behavior via a path tracking mechanism is indeed observed between the lead and follow SVs.
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colocalization and correlation between the lead and follow
trajectories. AMSS indicates the temporal correlation of two
trajectories and is computed at each acquisition time point. For
correlated trajectories, AMSS will rapidly increase to unity due
to high shape similarity (i.e., directionality). We segmented the
entire trajectory for both lead and follow vesicles into 120 s
interval vectors and computed AMSS as time series. The results
for the simulation data are shown in Figure 4c as a function of
Fourier number. Compared to the uncorrelated negative control
(Figure S23), AMSS show trends consistent with strong
correlations between the two trajectories.
To demonstrate SV chasing experimentally, we performed

sequential experiments with lead and follow vesicles (Figure 4d
and Movie S4). The lead vesicle shows similar motion dynamics
as the vesicle on straight fuels in Figure 2 but has a shorter travel
distance and higher average velocity, e.g.,∼1 nm/s (Figure S17).
This observation is consistent with our design as part of the 18-
nt lead fuel is shielded and must go through strand displacement
before nuclease consumption. After lead vesicle migration,
follow vesicles were introduced and randomly searched for
activated fuels. If a follow vesicle intersected the lead SV’s path as
its initial position, it started to follow the track. Note that, for
follow vesicles that did not intersect with lead vesicle paths, no
significant movements or speed were observed as all RNA fuels
were inactive for follow SV migration as seen in Figure 3c.
Unlike the simulations where the follow vesicle always starts
from the same origin as the lead vesicle, the follow SV in tracking
experiments starts randomly on the lead SV trajectory and can
move toward either direction. Once it migrates in a particular
direction, it will continue to trail the path because its motion
outside the path will be suppressed. The trajectories in Figure 4d
show that the follow vesicle moved in the opposite direction on
the lead vesicle path, and the colocalization coefficient graph in
Figure 4e is thus plotted with a reversed position index to reflect
the directionality. Both colocalization coefficient and AMSS
analyses demonstrate a strong correlation between the lead and
follow trajectories (Figure 4f), consistent with those shown in
simulations. The negative control of uncorrelated SVs does not
show any significant trajectory colocalization for the follow
vesicle (Figure S19).
Further analysis confirms the follow vesicle’s designed

chemokinetic behaviors. In natural chemotaxis, neutrophils,
for example, chemokinetic motility plays a critical role in chasing
and eliminating bacteria. In the path tracking experiment, the
follow vesicle migrated with significantly greater velocity
(increased by ∼50%) than the lead vesicle (Figure S18). This
results from our DNA motif design as the follow vesicle has a
shorter walker length (15-nt) than the lead vesicle (18-nt),
consistent with Figure 2e. Additional data for chasing between
lead and follow vesicles is presented in Figure S20 andMovie S5.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of
DNA programmed coordination between two migrating
vesicles.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated SVs with DNA-driven

motility and adaptability. The vesicles explore their surround-
ings on the surface and respond to biochemical cues to execute
programmed behaviors. Onemajor challenge in realizing surface
chemotaxis in synthetic cellular systems is the lack of compatible
molecular components capable of chemical communication,
signal modulation, and mechanical translocation. In this work,
we used DNA programmed molecular switches to achieve these
functions. Our tracking experiments suggest that, with chemo-
tactic and chemokinetic motility, predator−prey relations such

as pursuit predation will be possible in artificial cellular systems.
In our design, biochemical signals from the lead vesicle are
implemented as the half-burnt fuels along the trajectory, which
provides directionality and path tracking ability for the follow
vesicle. With enhanced velocity, the path-tracking follow vesicle
shows both directed motility and chemokinesis. In natural
chemotaxis, however, diffusing biochemical signals (e.g.,
proteins and ATP) form gradients and direct cellular motions.
This may inspire the development of new molecular
mechanisms for responding to biochemical gradients and
achieving complete synthetic chemotaxis.
Further, biomimetic chemical communications will also be

possible from bottom-up using engineered DNA molecules. In
nature, cell-to-cell communications via chemical signals enable
coordinated, collective behaviors in cell colonies33 and multi-
cellular organisms.34 With the rapid development of various
DNA nanotechnology tools, we envision that dynamic synthetic
protocells with sensors and intelligence may be constructed,
demonstrating more complex functions such as programmed
morphogenesis and cooperative motion. Such self-organizing
artificial systems may become a model system for abiogenesis
and soft matter physics, and could lead to novel applications in
diverse engineering disciplines.

Materials and Methods. Materials. All DNA and RNA
sequences were custom-synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technologies. The sequence information is listed in Table S1.
Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 137 mM NaCl, 2.7
mMKCl, 1.8 mMKH2PO4, 10 mMNa2HPO4, and sodium-tris-
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) buffer (pH 8.0; 20
mM tris-HCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl) was prepared in
deionized water (18MΩ). All lipids were purchased fromAvanti
Polar Lipids. RNase H (New England Biolabs), which cleaves
substrates longer than 7-nt, was exploited in our fuel design.35

Other nucleases (e.g., Exo III and lambda exonuclease) may also
be used for vesicle migration. All reagents were purchased from
Click Chemistry Tools unless noted otherwise.

Sample Preparation. DNA decorated vesicles and RNA-
modified fuel surfaces were prepared separately before the
experiments. Azide−DNA was synthesized by conjugating
amine−DNA and azide-(polyethylene glycol)4-N-hydroxysuc-
cinimide (azide-(PEG)4-NHS). The DNA−lipid conjugate was
synthesized using azide−DNA mixed with 1,2-distearoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[dibenzocyclooctyl(PEG)-
2000] (DSPE-PEG(2000)-DBCO) at a 1:5 ratio by click
chemistry. DNA decorated vesicles were prepared with a
dehydration−rehydration method. Lipids used in vesicle
assembly include 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanol-
amine (14:0 PE), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(16:0 PC), 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-
N-(lissamine rhodamine B sufonyl) (ammonium salt),or 14:0
Liss Rhod PE. The lipid mixture (14:0 PE, 16:0 PC, 14:0 Liss
Rhod PE) dispersed in chloroform was incubated with the
synthesized DNA−lipid conjugate in PBS at a molar ratio of
50:50:1:1, respectively. The mixed solution was dried in a
vacuum chamber to form lipid bilayers and rehydrated with 1
mL of PBS buffer and heated to 90 °C. Themixture was stirred at
500 rpm for an hour, forming vesicles.
DBCO-RNA was synthesized by conjugating amine-modified

RNA with DBCO-NHS. Glass coverslips were etched in Piranha
solution (3:1 v/v sulfuric acid/hydrogen peroxide) for 30 min
and washed with sufficient deionized (DI) water and ethanol.
Silanization was performed with approximately 100 μL 5% (v/v)
3-azidopropyltriethoxysilane in dimethylformamide (DMF) on
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a coverslip and another coverslip on top forming a sandwich
structure incubated overnight. After that, both coverslips were
washed with ethanol. Approximately, 100 μL of 50 μM DBCO-
RNA was added on the azide-modified surface with another
surface on top. The sandwiched coverslips were incubated
overnight and washed with DI water. The fuel surface was stored
at −20 °C.
Experimental Procedure. A microfluidic imaging channel

was assembled using the RNA fuel decorated coverslip and a
quartz slide. The fuel surface was passivated with 30 μL of 10
mMDBCO-(PEG)4-NHS flown into the channel and incubated
for 30 min. Then, 30 μL of 15% amine-(PEG)4-NHS was
introduced into the channel and incubated for another 30 min.
After the incubation, sufficient PBS solution was supplied into
the channel to remove unbound passivation reagents. Lead
vesicle solution (∼1012/mL) was introduced into the imaging
channel by a syringe and incubated for 5 min for vesicles to bind
to the surface. Approximately, 500 μL of PBS buffer was flown
into the channel to wash away unbound vesicles. Then, 50 μL of
1× nuclease buffer adjusted to a final concentration of 12 mM
MgCl2 was supplied to the channel followed by the introduction
of the RNase H (New England Biolabs) solution at 1 nM. The
lead vesicle dynamics was imaged for 8 h. After the imaging,
approximately 1mL of DI water was supplied into the channel to
wash away the lead vesicles. The follow vesicles (∼1011/mL)
and nuclease solution (final concentration of 1 nM) were then
introduced into the imaging channel. The follow vesicle motion
was also imaged for 8 h.
Imaging System. A custom-built TIRF microscope (Zeiss

Axio Observer D1) was used for imaging vesicle migration. The
excitation light from a 561 nm diode laser (Laserglow) was
introduced to the sample through an oil-immersion 63×
objective lens at approximately 10 mW. The collected emission
light from the sample was imaged with an Andor iXon3 electron-
multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera. The
imaging was performed at room temperature with an exposure
time of 200 ms and an interval of 1 s.
Analysis of the Path Tracking Behavior. The data of path

tracking behavior was analyzed based on spatial and temporal
correlations. First, the colocalization coefficient ωij is used to
measure whether the trajectories of lead and follow vesicles are
matched spatially. The lead trajectory is represented by a series
of coordinates (lxi, lyi), where i = 0, 1, 2, ..., m. The follow
trajectory is represented by a series of coordinates ( fxj, fyj),
where j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n. ζij is the Euclidean distance between two
points and calculated as

ζ = − + −lx fx ly fy( ) ( )ij i j i j
2 2

(3)

This forms a 2D matrix of the Euclidean distances between
any two points on the lead and follow trajectories. ζmax can be
identified from the 2D matrix. The colocalization coefficient ωij
is then obtained as in eq 2, which is also a 2D matrix, and a
heatmap can be plotted based on ωij. This coefficient ranges
from 0 to 1. If two points on the trajectories are colocalized
perfectly, ζij = 0 andωij = 1.When two points are not colocalized,
the Euclidean distance ζij > 0 and ωij < 1. When the distance
between the two points is further, the coefficient will be smaller.
When the trajectories of the lead and follow vesicles are overlaid,
a distinct line of ωij ≈ 1 will be formed along the diagonal, as
shown in the heatmaps in Figure 4 and Figure S20. When the
trajectories are not correlated, no line will be formed in the
heatmap as shown in Figures S19 and S23.

The AMSS36 is used to measure the shape similarity between
two trajectories regardless of their length scale differences. This
angular metric is defined based on the angle between the two
vesicles’ moving vectors.
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where rm and sn represent moving vectors at stepm and step n on
the two trajectories. The similarity between the moving vectors
is defined as

=
⎯→⎯ ·→

⎯→⎯ · →sim r s
r s

r s
( , )m n

m n

m n (5)

which ranges from 0 to 1. The AMSS is plotted as a function of
time. If the moving vectors are closely aligned during the entire
period of time, sim = 1, and the AMSS increases rapidly. In
contrast, if the two vectors move toward the opposite direction,
sim =−1, and the AMSS decreases with time. In our analysis, the
AMSS graphs are plotted with absolute values regardless of
moving directions and normalized with theoretical maximum
assuming the perfect alignment of trajectories (i.e., 0≤ AMSS≤
1), as shown in Figure 4f. This serves as a useful method to
measure the similarity between the lead and follow vesicles’
trajectories temporally.
To generalize temporal behaviors, we used Fourier number

Fo, defined as in eq 1. The diffusion coefficient D was calculated
based on the MSD measurements (Figure S22) using the
following expression:37

= [Δ ]
→∞

D
R t
dt

lim
( )

2t

2

(6)

where d is the dimension, and ΔR is the displacement of the
center-of-mass after time t. The calculated diffusion coefficient
in our experiment is roughly D ≈ 187 nm2/s.

Stochastic Simulations. A stochastic simulation model was
derived from the Langevin equation,38 and the motion is
governed by

ξΔ = +r F
R

R
k T

Fo Fo4
B (7)

where F is the fuel binding force, kB is the Boltzmann constant,T
indicates temperature, R is the vesicle radius, Fo is Fourier
number, and ξ is the direction vector of random diffusion. The
simulation of path tracking behavior was performed using the
above equation. The lead vesicle started from the middle of the
simulation domain and migrated on the fuel surface. The
explored fuels were recorded as available for the follow vesicle.
The follow vesicle then started from the same starting point and
can only move on the activated fuels, thus tracking the trajectory
of the lead vesicle closely.
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